
84.52% 863

15.48% 158

Q1 Before starting the survey, please watch this short video [3:29] on how
the district is funded. 

Answered: 1,021 Skipped: 0

TOTAL 1,021

I found this
video to be...

I still have
questions...
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ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

I found this video to be helpful.

I still have questions [you'll have a chance to share your questions at the end on this survey].
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86.05% 808

13.95% 131

Q2 Before starting the survey, please watch this short video [3:00] on
what our school levy supports.

Answered: 939 Skipped: 82

TOTAL 939

I found this
video to be...

I still have
questions...

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

I found this video to be helpful.

I still have questions [you'll have a chance to share your questions at the end on this survey].
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85.28% 759

14.72% 131

Q3 Before starting the survey, please watch this short video [4:45] on
Superintendent Cook's recommendation for levy increase.

Answered: 890 Skipped: 131

TOTAL 890

I found this
video to be...

I still have
questions...

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

I found this video to be helpful.

I still have questions [you'll have a chance to share your questions at the end on this survey].
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58.94% 511

22.61% 196

37.49% 325

4.38% 38

76.59% 664

73.47% 637

Q4 Mark all of the following that apply:
Answered: 867 Skipped: 154

Total Respondents: 867  

Parent/guar
dian of
student(s)
currentl...

Parent/guar
dian of
student(s)
formerly...

Current
employee of
school
district

Former
employee of
school
district

Registered
voter in
school
district

Pay
property
taxes in
school...
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ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Parent/guardian of student(s) currently enrolled in district

Parent/guardian of student(s) formerly enrolled in district

Current employee of school district

Former employee of school district

Registered voter in school district

Pay property taxes in school district
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9.80% 85

22.03% 191

68.17% 591

Q5 The Maintenance & Operations Levy currently raises $16 million
annually in local property taxes for Coeur d’Alene Public Schools. These

funds cover district programs not fully funded by the state or other
sources. Do you believe the levy amount should be:

Answered: 867 Skipped: 154

TOTAL 867

Decreased Maintained at the current level Increased

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Decreased

Maintained at the current level

Increased
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87.70% 663

12.30% 93

Q6 Would you support increasing the levy amount by $1.5 million a year
(for a total annual levy of $17.5 million), with the additional funds paying

for teacher and staff training, additional mental health resources,
additional security personnel, and increasing funds and materials for

schools? This additional resource request would still allow for a
significant tax rate decrease, based on market projection models, with

regards to the school district portion of the total property taxes. See table
below for estimated School District 271 tax charge scenarios:

Answered: 756 Skipped: 265

TOTAL 756

Yes, I would
support...

No, I would
not support...

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Yes, I would support increasing the levy by $1.5 million a year

No, I would not support increasing the levy by $1.5 million a year
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82.01% 620

17.99% 136

Q7 In addition to the levy increase in the previous question, would you
support increasing the levy amount by an additional $2.5 million a year

(for a total annual levy of $20 million), with the additional funds used for a
salary increase for all classified employees (including custodians, bus

drivers, kitchen staff, classroom aides) and a salary increase for certified
employees such as teachers? This additional resource request would still

allow for a tax rate decrease, based on market projection models, with
regards to the school district portion of the total property taxes. See table

below for estimated School District 271 tax charge scenarios:
Answered: 756 Skipped: 265

TOTAL 756

Yes, I would
support...

No, I would
not support...

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Yes, I would support increasing the levy another $2.5 million a year

No, I would not support increasing the levy another $2.5 million a year
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67.06% 507

32.94% 249

Q8 The school district has the option of asking voters to approve making
the levy permanent, no longer requiring a renewal vote every two years.

Which do you prefer?
Answered: 756 Skipped: 265

TOTAL 756

Making the levy

Making the levy

Making the levy

Making the levy

Making the levy

Making the levy

Making the levy
permanent

permanent

permanent

permanent

permanent

permanent

permanent

Continuing to

Continuing to

Continuing to

Continuing to

Continuing to

Continuing to

Continuing to
require voter

require voter

require voter

require voter

require voter

require voter

require voter
approval every two

approval every two

approval every two

approval every two

approval every two

approval every two

approval every two
years

years

years

years

years

years

years

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Making the levy permanent

Continuing to require voter approval every two years
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3.44% 26

6.35% 48

66.14% 500

24.07% 182

Q9 Would you support making the supplemental levy permanent at the
following levels?
Answered: 756 Skipped: 265

TOTAL 756

At the current
funding level of
$16 million a
year

At the
increased level
of $17.5 million
to pay for...

At the
increased level
of $20 million
to pay for...

I do not
support making
the supplemental
levy permanen...
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ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

At the current funding level of $16 million a year

At the increased level of $17.5 million to pay for programs listed in Question 6

At the increased level of $20 million to pay for programs listed in Question 6 and to pay for staff raises listed in Question 7

I do not support making the supplemental levy permanent at any level
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Q10 You indicated you believe the levy should be decreased. At what
decreased level would you support the levy?

Answered: 71 Skipped: 950

# RESPONSES DATE

1 The school district funding should not come from local levys. 11/29/2018 8:36 PM

2 No more levies! 11/29/2018 7:25 PM

3 100 percent decreased, Levy's and bonds are one hundred ten percent unconstitutional. please
read article 9 section 1 of the Idaho State constitution..

11/29/2018 5:59 PM

4 $5 million 11/29/2018 5:18 PM

5 zero. It is the State's responsibility to provide the basic funding for schools. Districts should not
have to ask for levies.

11/29/2018 4:59 PM

6 10per cent 11/28/2018 8:07 PM

7 As you well know, a quality public school district results have little to do with money. Please visit
one of this states very best public schools. Watch what they do. If you think its money that prompts
excellence -you're going (and have gone) down the wrong road. I've taught over 5 years at a
public school. It lacked the rudimentary aspects if quality.

11/28/2018 7:39 PM

8 I would support a $5M levy. The SD needs to be held accountable for tax payer dollars which I
don't believe they are.

11/28/2018 5:06 PM

9 NONE! 11/28/2018 3:38 PM

10 decease it 11/28/2018 10:37 AM

11 The levy appears to fund costs, which should not be the burden of the taxpayer, including raises
for teachers and their ever-increasing benefit packages. Their pay and benefits are outrageous.
They have more money in retirement than most working families in Idaho. They have better health
coverage. And, honestly, most of those teachers I have known, or had the unfortunate experience
of having them teach my children, were the most ill-equipped, biased, and money-grubbing
individuals in our community.

11/28/2018 9:30 AM

12 tax payers who have no children in schools should pay no school taxes. More money should come
from state, not locally.

11/28/2018 6:25 AM

13 8 million 11/27/2018 1:40 PM

14 I support the state funding education and pushing them to increase the budget. 11/27/2018 11:53 AM

15 25% 11/26/2018 1:29 PM

16 The district has already raised the optional increase. I would not support any amount 11/26/2018 7:39 AM

17 0 11/25/2018 10:21 PM

18 50% 11/25/2018 7:17 PM

19 You need to downsize your admin fees. Sell the giant admin blinking off Northwest Blvd. Run the
school like a business.

11/25/2018 7:14 PM

20 Currently we're paying 25% of our property tax to the school district and I've seen some of your
waste and I don't trust the district and this is not near enough detail. 15% should be the target as
the current cost for what is achieved makes no sense.

11/25/2018 5:18 PM

21 0 - there should be a county wide sales tax just for the schools. Then everyone would pay a share
and not burden JUST property owners!

11/25/2018 2:05 PM

22 I feel the District is not wise with the money they have. 11/21/2018 8:07 PM

23 It's not about the money, but transparency. 11/21/2018 3:47 PM

24 10% Decrease 11/20/2018 7:22 PM
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25 The same as its always been 11/20/2018 6:59 PM

26 Back to the 2008 level 11/20/2018 6:25 PM

27 I'm not in favor of any levy amount, as I believe the school district receives enough funding from
the state.

11/20/2018 6:22 PM

28 Decreased to Zero amount. Your budget is outrageous! 11/20/2018 1:50 PM

29 No levy!! As a citizen on a fixed income, I must live on a lower budget and so should the school
district. Have the teachers pay more of their health care, I do.

11/20/2018 1:20 PM

30 Half 11/20/2018 9:59 AM

31 1% 11/20/2018 9:24 AM

32 I would not support it at any level until the district stops wasting the money. 11/20/2018 9:12 AM

33 Every year our taxes go up and up. Try coping with this on a fixed income! 11/19/2018 5:45 PM

34 More State funding needs to be implemented. Take the $188 million Idaho is spending on illegal
immigrants and put it towards school funding.

11/19/2018 1:58 PM

35 not sure, as being previously from California I have seen this sort of spending which gets out of
control and the problems continue to persist and they continue to throw money at them. total
transparency on the budget and spending as well as salaries for administrators would make me
more comfortable when asking for more money.

11/19/2018 1:10 PM

36 Unknown 11/19/2018 11:28 AM

37 Zero...live within your means, just as I do! 11/19/2018 11:26 AM

38 I believe this is the wrong approach. Continually asking for additional funds leads the public to
believe the district is incapable of properly managing the tax dollars it receives. The levies appear
to be permanent in that they are always replaced with new ones. The "need" to pass levies leads
me to believe that the district has either been intentionally underfunded or cannot properly manage
the budget with proper consideration of the long term costs. If the voters aren't willing to
permanently address funding issues around public education then the district should behave as
the vast majority of it's citizens do, and learn to make it work.

11/19/2018 10:32 AM

39 I believe the levy amount should yield a reduction in the property taxes I pay to the school district. I
have seen my taxes increase year over year and firmly believe that the district proposes these
levy amounts based upon how much revenue it thinks it can extract from the taxpayers, rather
than how much it actually needs to support operations.

11/19/2018 10:10 AM

40 I would support a $5M levy, it's time the people put their foot down and make the district
accountable and live within their budget!

11/19/2018 8:35 AM

41 50% 11/19/2018 8:24 AM

42 none 11/19/2018 7:57 AM

43 You should stay at the same rate and try to cut every budget by one percent. 11/19/2018 6:43 AM

44 50% 11/19/2018 6:12 AM

45 I will not support any increase in the supplimental levy. 11/18/2018 8:13 AM

46 50% 11/16/2018 6:46 PM

47 $10 Million 11/16/2018 5:38 PM

48 Completely 11/16/2018 2:13 PM

49 100% 11/16/2018 12:02 PM

50 I think school districts need to pressure the legislature to adequately fund schools like the state
constitution says. There should be no need for supplemental levies.

11/16/2018 10:14 AM

51 By the amount spent on security. I received an email from the school district when there was a
threat made in ?Wisconsin? toward a school with the initials "CHS". In this email, there was a
statement made that, "Safety is our #1 priority... This is a SCHOOL DISTRICT, your #1 priority
should be EDUCATION of my children. When schools are built like prisons and our children are
treated like inmates, is there any wonder why so many kids end up in the court/prison system?
Our schools are turning into prisons.

11/16/2018 8:32 AM
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52 Any that shows we are not wanting more all the time. 11/16/2018 8:06 AM

53 I can't answer this beyond simply emphasizing that relying on extra local taxes for 20% of the
budget is flat-out irresponsible. Driving by stat-of-the-art sports complexes, hearing from my kids
about their iPads and Chromebooks for their dedicated use, and other foolish expenditures makes
me angry. I am not inclined to ever vote for a levy--perpetual or otherwise--until I see signs that the
district is exercising some responsibility. And, by the way, last I checked, the state was giving you
boatloads of money for professional development; come on!

11/16/2018 8:05 AM

54 We are at a point that non essential areas should not be funded. Books, class size, mental health
should be funded.

11/15/2018 9:42 PM

55 10 Million Total Levy 11/15/2018 8:55 PM

56 Skim the top, budget, budget, budget. 11/15/2018 7:43 PM

57 Balance your budget like the rest of us have to! 11/15/2018 7:25 PM

58 10% 11/15/2018 7:08 PM

59 As little as possible 11/15/2018 6:57 PM

60 It's a tough question. Adding additional staff at the district level and not at the school level never
works. New positions including operations director, two assistant sped directors, title 1 teacher
liaison, ect., when many schools have unfilled positions and unfunded needs and a school budget
under 12,000 makes no sense.

11/15/2018 6:32 PM

61 It depends. I’ve seen the latest levy dollars spent on buildings and maintenance going to replace
items that were previously usable condition. The levy funds have not been used in a way that has
led to greater student proficiency and college readiness. Our high schools are performing at
unbelievably low levels when compared not only to other states, but local charter schools. If the
charters can perform so well using only state funds and internal fundraising, why is it so difficult for
CDA school district?

11/15/2018 6:28 PM

62 0 11/15/2018 6:06 PM

63 ELIMINATED! It is an unfair tax burden on homeowners. There is some absurd assumption that
homeowners are "rich" and can afford these taxes whereas the truth is most homeowners struggle
to get into a home and stay there. HOA fees, property taxes, homeowners insurance,
maintenance, repairs On and on! It all keeps going up. A sales tax that EVERYONE pays is far
more fair.

11/15/2018 6:04 PM

64 lower taxes 11/15/2018 5:34 PM

65 50% 11/15/2018 5:02 PM

66 I would not support the levy. 11/15/2018 5:00 PM

67 I believe the government has thw money it needs to fund requirements and should be more
responsible with how it spends it money so as to not require additional taxing.

11/15/2018 4:59 PM

68 I would not support the levy at any amount. 11/15/2018 4:48 PM

69 N/a 11/15/2018 4:37 PM

70 I do not like the fact teachers are getting so much time off. My child has substitutes way to often. If
they get so much time off why do they need more of anything?

11/15/2018 4:32 PM

71 0% 11/15/2018 4:05 PM
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Q11 Thank you for taking the time to provide your input. Feel free to
share your questions or comments here:

Answered: 258 Skipped: 763

# RESPONSES DATE

1 The teachers just got a raise. There is always an issue of another district paying more: teachers,
police, fire, etc. I lived it such a district 30 years ago in California. I chose to work in the area that
paid less because my housing was less, the ability to drive a short distance was important to me,
etc. My taxes went up again this year. I think you should make do with the current levy rates. Also,
I want to be able to vote every two years. I would like you to combine the school levy election with
the county elections. You can do it. You can change your bylaws. Try.

11/29/2018 9:22 PM

2 School funding should be equal in all schools and come from the state level. 11/29/2018 8:36 PM

3 Do more with less. 69% of the state budgets goes to education. What have you people been doing
with that money?!

11/29/2018 7:25 PM

4 Is the CDA school district involved with any legislation that would require developers to contribute
to the school districts whether it be new schools or increased fees/taxes with the building of new
large developments? One new elementary school is suppose to built to serve the needs of that
age of child with the increased growth of our area. What is going to happen with those children
when they need to go to middle school and high school? What is the plan for when that time
comes? Why is there no talk of building these new buildings to reducing the over crowding in the
current schools for those ages of children? Why did the new construction to CDA high school only
include a new entry, gym and removal of the modules? Why did it not update the art departments
such as a new theater and add on more room such as adding a second story of classrooms to
address over crowding?

11/29/2018 6:24 PM

5 Find more efficiencies such as avoiding unnecessary curriculum purchases, redundant
administrative positions, social programming instead of academic/athletic instruction.

11/29/2018 5:18 PM

6 I feel the district is doing a terrific job, but these latest levies and bonds have boosted my property
taxes over $400 in the last two years. I'm retired and can't afford these increases in the future. I do
support education, but I think there needs to be some acknowledgement of the financial limitations
of seniors. Social Security annual increases haven't been very generous lately. Please do NOT
ask for a permanent levy. I recently moved from Montana and some school districts there have
gone wild with permanent levies. It will be impossible to rescind these, only increase them.

11/29/2018 4:59 PM

7 Is it possible to ask for the permanent levy to be approved at a percentage rate, rather than a set
dollar amount? To reflect market changes. $16 million likely won't be the same value in 10 years
as it is now.

11/29/2018 10:27 AM

8 the state has stated they will be giving more to education some relief should be taken off taxes we
pay in Kootenai co.

11/29/2018 8:01 AM

9 If it a permanent levy, what will you do when needs increase over the years. Voters will feel that
you will never come back to voters if it is permanent.

11/28/2018 10:42 PM

10 Thanks for your advocacy on behalf of our kids! 11/28/2018 9:47 PM

11 I feel that the tax payer is paying more than there fair share now. Why not hit the new developers
pay there fair share why always the poor tax payer. Give us a raise for a change . Cut our rates .

11/28/2018 8:07 PM

12 This input will be found in the Press as soon as possible. Its 'not' about money. Why citizens
continue to support endless levies -is hard to believe. Twenty years of begging for money. If you
continue to hire people at the helm that merely ingratiate -you'll never improve. Passing children
out of 3rd grade --who can't read is obscene. Learn your trade before asking for ever more money.
It is about the future of our kids. Hire people who know well that it is NOT about more money.

11/28/2018 7:39 PM

13 Additional levy money should apply to increased mental health services 11/28/2018 7:32 PM
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14 I'm a strong supporter of the district and you plan, however, many won't support any any potential
tax increase for any reason. Please reach out to all the civic groups in town, work hard on your
messaging and don't fall short in your efforts. There are plenty who will vote for this, but you must
reach each one. Good luck, you'll have this vote!

11/28/2018 5:12 PM

15 I would like to see the levy's decrease instead of all these increases you expect taxpayers to fund.
They should always be VOTER approved, that is our right and you should not take that right away
from us.

11/28/2018 5:11 PM

16 Do I only get to answer 6 out of the 11 questions? Seems like someone has an ulterior motive.
P.S. Don't build a school on Prairie Ave...what are you thinking! Build neighborhood schools in
quiet areas to keep the kids safe.

11/28/2018 5:06 PM

17 Previously living in the State of Ohio, I can see and feel a difference in the quality of education that
is offered in this district. I am proud to say my children will be receiving a quality education and do
not feel that an increase in the levy would be a sacrifice. My children’s teachers in the district have
all been well rounded, respectful, and very resourceful. Recently finding out how much they
sacrifice in their pay and benefits compared to Spokane makes me cherish what they have done
even more. I want to make sure they are taken care of and they receive quality pay and quality
benefits to continue to do an amazing job. Aside from that, the additional resources in mental
health and student safety would be priceless.

11/28/2018 3:50 PM

18 My husband and I are senior citizens. We have never nor will ever have children in the CDA
school district. Living on a very small budget, the taxes we are forced to pay to you create quite a
hardship. And for the money we spend, I see no betterment in the children's grades. None of your
students made it to the National Honor Roll this year, the Charter school had 4, I believe and they
get no levies. They make due with what they have and still put out stellar grads, can't say the
same for 271. I have been trying to work with Boise on getting senior citizens off the school tax
rolls. We paid for our children's schooling and these parents can pay for theirs. Kids don't need
computers in the lower grades in school. Computers tend to dummify us, we know nothing unless
we can look in our phones or a keyboard. They have their place but the dependence on them
make them the enemy. Kids can't figure in their heads, they can't carry on a conversation, they
can't even sign their name, much less know what a signature is. So NO on any school taxes for
seniors, if the parents want to have their children have everything, they can pay for it. And don't
get me started on teachers pay and benefits-lets see some results in better grades and excelling
in core classes like reading, writing and arithmetic before I would consider giving any of them a
raise. If they want more money then go to Washington, they seem to have more money than we
do so let them go. If a teacher really wants to teach, she will do that anywhere. We are in IDAHO,
not Washington. NO ON LEVIES!!!!!

11/28/2018 3:38 PM

19 Thank you for all you do to make this a great place for our children to be educated! 11/28/2018 2:43 PM

20 Thanks for all you do! 11/28/2018 12:58 PM

21 Keep up the great work! 11/28/2018 11:43 AM

22 I will always vote yes for schools. I am a strong supporter of public school music program, but the
still photo that was chosen of the choir teacher at the piano with an all white class of students
holding up one arm should be changed for a different photo. It is too reminiscent of a Nazi salute. I
have high hopes for the levy!

11/28/2018 11:38 AM

23 I have not been impressed with the financial decisions of the district (ie: the district office purchase;
lack of use of Hayden Kinder Center; rebuild of Winton - shrinking the play area while increasing
enrollment; etc.) Until fiscal responsibility is shown, I will not support an increase.

11/28/2018 11:26 AM

24 The teachers don't get paid enough. No one should be able to vote if they are not a property
owner. New construction should pay for the levies. My property taxes is 2400 and out of that 901
goes to schools.

11/28/2018 10:37 AM

25 Please think of moving our children on to college by the tenth grade, through dual enrollment.
There is zero reasoning for them to stay in drug-infested, bullying atmospheres. Except for the
jocks, that get special treatment, 90% of juniors are ready to move on, and out, of your high
schools. Students should have the option to finish their A.S. or A.A. degrees away from your nasty
high school environment, and finish their high school requirement at the same time. Now, you
have just solved overcrowding, the need for more teachers, and given the children of Idaho an
opportunity to get an education, while still living at home, for reasonable tuition. Go ahead, take a
chance on them. If I hear one more teacher say how stupid the children of Idaho are, or how 16
year olds are too young to take college level courses, or foreign languages can only be taught to
high schoolers, I will run screaming into the night.

11/28/2018 9:30 AM
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26 Rationale for making the levy permanent among other reasons would be that the extreme effort
and time needed to get a levy passed could then be expended on other avenues more productive
to our business as an educational system! (Getting locked into a permanent cap on the levy
amount could be dangerous though) Also be aware that with the large number of people migrating
into our area, there is a sentiment among many that they supported the systems where their
families grew up and do not feel a need to now support this system (illogical but truly exists out
there)

11/28/2018 8:44 AM

27 Thank you for providing educational videos to explain Coeur d'Alene School District budget. 11/28/2018 7:51 AM

28 new houses & apartments should shoulder the costs. Builders should provide property for new
schools. This practice is well used in other areas.

11/28/2018 6:25 AM

29 I would like to know if the permanent levy means you can never change the amount. Also, I need
to understand the mental health person to hire. We still have over crowded classrooms and need
more teachers.

11/27/2018 8:48 PM

30 Get the High school math curriculum in line! This whole thing is a cluster, that my child is getting
left behind! No MORE! I have always been a District, fan! I was a volunteer, and PTA Pres. , and
now an Employee! No more!

11/27/2018 7:34 PM

31 ...wish you'd ask for more. 11/27/2018 4:45 PM

32 What is the cost to the School District to have an election every 2 years? 11/27/2018 3:56 PM

33 I appreciate the idea to stop spending time and funds every two years to re-educate voters for
something that should be permanent. Its a win win if it passes. I'll vote yes. Thank you!

11/27/2018 3:54 PM

34 I feel strongly that the State should fund Idaho schools appropriately. Thus, property taxes should
not be used towards salary increases. This would set a precedent whereby the State could further
remove itself from appropriate funding as the school districts take a greater and greater share of
these costs. It is also not appropriate to set levies as permanent.

11/27/2018 12:58 PM

35 Make voting for the levys at the general election times - November and away from the schools as a
polling place. The developers must be surcharged for more schools and maintenance. This is
putting an unfair burden on property owners and the seniors

11/27/2018 12:53 PM

36 I would be cautious funding teacher raises with levy money. The average salary of Kootenai
residents is a teacher salary so asking them to pay extra will not be looked upon positively.

11/27/2018 11:53 AM

37 The School Board should do more planning and coordinating with the local City Planning
Departments in order to better locate future schools. Future School locations should be planned
for in the local City's Comprehensive Plan.

11/27/2018 11:25 AM

38 It's pathetic how low our teachers are paid. We want our students to have the best education and
frankly we're tired of our state legislators leaving education as an afterthought. We are in support
of whatever is needed to increase the quality of education here. Thanks for your efforts.

11/27/2018 10:47 AM

39 Thank you for providing educational material to understand where this money goes to. Please
share this information far and wide-

11/27/2018 9:20 AM

40 I think teacher salary issues need to be addressed at the state level. Statewide, our teachers need
to be paid more and with better benefits. Our local levy should address other needs (mental health
training, supplies, building security, etc.)

11/27/2018 8:28 AM

41 I might consider supporting the $20 million permanent levy, if it were explained to me in more
detail. What kinds of long-term effects could that have on our district budget? ...on our local
economy? If made permanent, what would be required to change or add to the levy in the future?

11/26/2018 10:52 PM

42 I feel that our community should benefit from state dollars the same way Boise schools do. 11/26/2018 7:55 PM

43 What happens if there is a needed increase in funds in the future and the levy is voted to become
permanent at $20M?

11/26/2018 7:54 PM
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44 As sup't stated; "there will probably be a decrease", "there may be a decrease" in overall taxes.
Without understanding a little bit about the market models that affect tax rates and which you refer
to, it is really not possible for me to give you an accurate answer as to whether I support the
increase, or which increase I support. I may believe in what you are doing or what you need, but
bottom line is; what can I afford. Whatever market model assumptions you are using, it has been
my experience that nearly ALL taxing entities want significant increases every year, so pretty
soon, there is no net decrease and in fact usually an overall significant increase. So you need to
explain your assumptions better and what the likely scenarios are, and what drives those
scenarios. BTW, I have observed Chrome Books (laptops) in use in many classrooms. I can see
the potential benefit in their use in some cases, but until they are managed in a way that prevents
them from being expensive personal browsing/surfing and game playing tools for the students, I
strongly condemn the use of taxpayer dollars for these tools.

11/26/2018 5:45 PM

45 I have concerns with the oversight of how the levy money is spent. When Winton was remodeled
using levy money it ended up costing WAY more than originally planned. I recently read an email
that the school district purchased property on Prairie for over one million dollars and now it might
cost more, or a school might not be able to be built, due to the highway district not allowing
required roads. Why was this not looked into before spending over one million dollars? It feels
irresponsible. I hope there is planning, preparation, and oversight on all of these projects to ensure
the levy funds are spent appropriately so no money is wasted in a district that could use as much
levy money as we can get.

11/26/2018 4:30 PM

46 We need Full-Time School Nurses at EVERY School, Every Day! It is the position of the National
Association of School Nurses (NASN) that every child has access ALL day, Every day to a full
time registered professional school nurse (hereinafter referred to as school nurse). The Coeur
d'Alene School district SHOULD have this same position....This is a Safety issue!! The school
nurse serves in a pivotal role that bridges health care and education. Grounded by standards of
practice, services provided by the school nurse include leadership, community/public health, care
coordination, and quality improvement (NASN, 2016a). Appropriate school nurse staffing is related
to better student attendance and academic success (Cooper, 2005; Moricca et al., 2013). When
there is a school nurse present, a principal gains nearly an hour per day and teachers an extra 20
minutes a day to focus on education instead of student health issues (Baisch, Lundeen, & Murphy,
2011; Hill & Hollis, 2012). Baisch, Lundeen, & Murphy (2011) found that increased school nurse
staffing resulted in improvements in immunization rates, vision correction, and identification of life-
threatening conditions. Wang et al. (2014) determined that for every dollar spent for school
nursing, $2.20 was saved in health care procedures and parent time away from work. Full-time
school nurses in the schools studied by Wang et al. (2014) were attributed to preventing excess
medical costs and to improved parent and teacher productivity.

11/26/2018 3:46 PM

47 I support the need, especially in teacher salaries, but how are you accountable for seeking other
sources of funding other than relying solely on a levy and levy increases?

11/26/2018 12:28 PM

48 Increasing teacher salaries is of upmost importance to keep teachers in our state. 11/26/2018 10:57 AM

49 All budgets should be reviewed on a defined basis, to adapt based on economic situations. 11/26/2018 10:41 AM

50 We need to educate the public about how little CDA teachers make compared to peers in WA
(brain drain), what other professionals make with MAEd degrees, how much they buy with their
own funds if people are saying - they make a lot (compared to their $20,000 a year job). The way
schools are funded in Idaho is nuts. Board needs to get building figured out first.

11/26/2018 9:29 AM

51 I would like teacher’s salary increases be prioritized. 11/26/2018 9:01 AM

52 I thought the levy failed in 2007. Dr Cook stated the levy passed for all 32 years? 11/26/2018 8:24 AM

53 You need to actually pay your employees more, not use the money for other purposes. 11/26/2018 8:14 AM
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54 This survey was horribly put together! I especially do not like the blanket questions at the end with
no specific comments / options to chime in about specific spending.. come on.. if this is the quality
of education / thinking we are giving the kids of CDA that seriously calls into question the quality of
the decisions on the spending and overall district administration!!!!!!!!!!!! Question #9 was
especially horrible. I would for example support a $20 million dollar levy permanently but not for
the programs outlined in question #6 but given I wasn't given that option or any feedback I chose
that option. I would also even support even a significantly greater permanent levy (say $30 million)
but not if the district plans to spend the money the way they do. SINCE I wasn't asked about my
thoughts on the spending anywhere actually in the survey which is what this survey was
advertised as collecting.. but in reality.. it was more a marketing campaign... here are my thoughts
based on what was communicated in the videos. Teacher Salaries ; absolutely. My wife is a
experienced teacher and we live in CDA, but she looked at the CDA school district salaries and did
not even bother applying the pay scales were so significantly different between here and what she
gets for a 30-40 minute commute to Washington. She'd like to work here in town or even at the
same school or children go to but the difference in pay is too great.. to put it in context that even
with maintenance and gas the difference pays for a decent new car every two years and leaves
money left over. Buildings / Infrastructure: Absolutely; as the area grows it will need new schools
and infrastructure to support the needs as well as current schools need to be maintained. Where is
education technology: I am on the PTA and shocked that a lot of the schools technology comes
from the PTA and not the district in the modern era and technology is not an integral part of the
classroom starting early in elementary school. I keep hearing about CDA having a Robotics /
Technology focus for growing the area but its clearly not present in the elementary classroom and
while I dont' have kids in middle or high school yet talking to some teachers I'm concerned about
the amount of educational technology exposure my kids are getting. Security Programs: No, I've
worked in the Security and Info Security industries and I want to keep my kids safe but from a
purely statistical perspective. What I read about schools spending their money on for security
largely cash cows for the security industry.. and I've seen a lot wasted on "Security Theater" and
on expensive systems people don't know how to use, don't understand, and at times also over
bearing or excessive.. as schools are educators and not security personnel. This is clearly obvious
speaking with the educators and the messaging from the district. I believe in practical application of
security based on true and not perceived risk. As outlined in the videos it seems CDA School
District wants to address perceived risk while not addressing core problems of the district from an
education perspective. Having a single school resource officer (not just security guard from any
rent a cop agency but a properly trained one) makes sense for jr and sr high.. but we don't need to
be spending tons of money on excessive security theater. Mental Health Programs: I am not clear
on the true need for this for the size of the district and if this is a compliance item, a 'feel good
item', or is only addressing a very small segment of the student population that perhaps the
funding should be coming form someplace else.. basically what would the roles of responsibilities
of the district wide officer and supporting staff specifically be.. would it be just 'feel good' programs
or making a difference. In the corporate world I've seen HR types hired to make us 'feel good'
multiple times and all they end up doing is annoying people and providing little benefit. If this is a
medical professional, would it not be easier from a Salary and Benefits perspective to contract with
a logical services organization than trying to bring on a professional and maintain a program? I am
just not clear on the vision of this program and the impacts/benefits of it.

11/26/2018 7:11 AM

55 I would support the levy IF reduction in class sizes were included. My children had 33 students in
their 5th grade classes and are now at the middle school and high school level. My high schooler
doesn't have enough desks in her advanced history class. I am also an educator in the district. We
were promised a reduction in class sizes with the last levy and I saw it for one year.

11/26/2018 6:25 AM

56 Please work to decrease overhead and additional district staff. Additional district level staff
continue to be added while school can't hire the most basic staff. Operations Director??? Security
Manager? Elementary and Secondary Director??? Title Teacher Liaison???? Special Ed assistant
directors???? Every director or supervisor has an assistant or two???? This has changed
dramatically in the 15 years I've been in the district. Everyone talks about it and it creates a barrier
between workers and managers. I want to see this district successful but we are operating outside
our means.

11/25/2018 10:21 PM
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57 I fully support M&O levies for SD 271, and always vote YES for them to pass. I think it would be a
mistake however to approve to perpetuity such a levy as we do not know what amounts will be
necessary in the future and if a huge additional cost were to be incurred and ANOTHER
supplemental levy necessary, I think that you would have a hard time getting that passed. THe
district is growing, and if it grows even more quickly in the future, there will undoubtedly be
additional needs above and beyond the current budgets. Also, many people were very sad to see
the International Baccalaureate program be removed from the district and are
disappointed/frustrated to see that the Expeditionary School, after encountering one roadblcok
after another, has still not been built up north near Lancaster.

11/25/2018 10:14 PM

58 1) Thanks for reaching out to get input. I support additional funding to make our school system the
best it can be. Please be responsible stewards of our tax dollars. 2) A few thoughts on messaging.
2a) I suggest making the tables showing tax rates more clear - the tables contain undefined
acronyms (e.g., TY, FY) and there appears to be an error in the third column in the table for
Question 7 - it doesn't seem to match up with the table in Question 6. 2b) I like the videos, but I
think they should start with a quick summary of the video, then have the details, then summarize
(it's the old presentation adage - tell them what you're going to tell them; tell them; tell them what
you told them). This really helps drive home the point. 2c) Perhaps provide a link to some detailed
information on how the tax assessment projection was calculated that supports the claim that taxes
will actually go down. It sounds great, but I suspect folks will want proof. 3) Will there be a
webpage or open forum of some sort for accepting input moving forward? Or will this just be at
regular school board meetings? Maybe let folks know how they can comment if they think of
something after taking the survey.

11/25/2018 10:00 PM

59 If the levy becomes permanent, is there a possibility of the district coming to the voters if the
permanent levy funds are not enough in the future? Will they make it a percentage of our general
fund or a dollar amount?

11/25/2018 8:50 PM

60 Thank you for the details, it is very positive. 11/25/2018 8:14 PM

61 Why do you waste my money then ask for more? 11/25/2018 7:17 PM

62 There are always places where you can cut cost. Look deep and be honest with admin. Once
again, if you run the school like a business, this would not be an issue.

11/25/2018 7:14 PM

63 What is being done at the Idaho state level to ensure that local communities also receive adequate
financial support from the state of Idaho? Is Idaho meeting its constitutional charge of providing
adequate funds to support public education, or, as stated in Article IX, "Section 1.  Legislature to
establish system of free schools. The stability of a republican form of government depending
mainly upon the intelligence of the people, it shall be the duty of the legislature of Idaho, to
establish and maintain a general, uniform and thorough system of public, free common schools."
While I support the levy, because my children are in public schools, the levy seems like a biannual
stopgap that allows the state of Idaho to continue inadequate public school funding.

11/25/2018 6:32 PM

64 It is imperative that we KEEP GOOD TEACHERS IN IDAHO. As a parent, I do not want my child's
teachers to always be fresh out of college "learning the ropes", and that (in my opinion) is what
Coeur d' Alene is destined to be. Washington is too tempting for quality teachers. Please consider
what it means to our community to have quality educators teaching our kids, making the
community proud. Let's continue that! Let's be that community that stood up and RECOGNIZED
that something big had to change! Fund the schools, the buildings, the professionals that teach our
children and the classrooms individually. This is how we will remain competitive: making the Coeur
d'Alene school district somewhere people are proud to work and proud to send their kids.

11/25/2018 5:24 PM

65 How we educate our children needs to change. Moving to more internet based education should
be the goal not more classes with fewer students.

11/25/2018 5:18 PM

66 As stated above there should be NO levy on just property owners...a county wide tax would
probably take care of the amounts the school board tell us is necessary. Then the burden wouldn't
be just on property owners.

11/25/2018 2:05 PM

67 If you can show little or no increase in taxes even with increasing the levy amount, you have my
vote.

11/25/2018 1:33 PM

68 Thank you for the informative videos and transparency. 11/25/2018 8:16 AM

69 STRONGLY OPPOSE FIXED LEVY INCREASES WITHOUT VOTER APPROVAL EVERY 2
YEARS. WANT TO BE MORE AGGRESSIVE ABOUT REMOVING POOR TEACHERS. BELIEVE
WE NEED GUIDANCE COUNSELORS TO HELP GUIDE STUDENTS THROUGH ACADEMIC
CHOICES AND NEED SEPARATE COUNSELORS FOR EMOTIONAL NEEDS.

11/24/2018 12:17 AM
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70 After each video, before proceeding to the next video, I was required to select from two response
options ("I found this video helpful" and "I still have questions". As an informed citizen, I was
already aware of the information provided in the videos. Therefore, neither of the two response
options applied. It would have been helpful to have a third option after each video, "I was already
aware of the information contained in this video".

11/23/2018 2:03 PM

71 The addition of school counseling services to meet the 250:1 (ASCA) recommended ratio is
essential. In light of the increasing mental health needs, suicide rate, drug abuse, and Free and
Reduced Lunch numbers our students are in need of further assistance to be prepared to learn on
a daily basis.

11/23/2018 12:36 PM

72 Videos were a great idea that I haven't seen before. I am not much for public forums but
appreciate still being able to hear directly from the superintendent via the videos. I believe
teachers are underpaid and schools are underfunded, but I still think it should be up to the voters
each year to gauge the level of levy support they can afford.

11/22/2018 12:09 PM

73 Should have added another choice on current student or former student, I have a future student of
the school district.

11/22/2018 8:25 AM

74 I support additional security at schools 11/22/2018 7:51 AM

75 The District has not kept its promise on the new elementary school. They should have been
looking into land 15-20 years ago. Some in the District Office were given substantial raises where
classified positions such as Custodians, Cooks, Warehouse Managers and others received hardly
any raises. I do not feel the District has always been honest with the public.

11/21/2018 8:07 PM

76 We are new to the area. We have school aged children in a private school and are considering the
district. I am a special education teacher considering employment with Cda district. Our family
believes in investing in education.

11/21/2018 8:04 PM

77 We are so proud to be retired educators from School District 271. All three of our children attended
schools here and we currently have grandchildren attending. There is no greater resource to invest
in than our children and their education. Thank you for all you do!!

11/21/2018 5:21 PM

78 6th largest district in the state of Idaho yet we don’t offer unified sports for the special needs
students. Special Olympics Unified champion schools program needs to be introduced to all the
schools. Studies show it decreases bullying, suicide and increases feelings of self esteem and self
worth. Idaho HS sports association lists unified sports as an activity....its time to provide it for the
students. What about students who live out of the district boundaries and yet attend our great
schools and take advantage of the great programs...yet they don’t pay taxes for this area. Ugg.

11/21/2018 4:33 PM

79 I understand that the levy rate may not change however I would not suggest that the School
District state that a person's property taxes will not change. The variable in that calculation is the
year over year change in the assessed valuation, some may pay more and some may pay less
based on the assessor's valuation.

11/21/2018 3:45 PM

80 New growth means more people paying for the levy. We need to keep our taxes low enough to
continue to live here. As it is, the "natives" won't be able to afford to live here.

11/20/2018 6:59 PM

81 If we do not address the discrepancy in salary between CDA and Spokane we will continue to lose
existing high quality staff and have an even harder time recruiting new staff. We are at a crisis
point with the latest salary increase in Washington.

11/20/2018 3:19 PM

82 Thanks for the information. 11/20/2018 2:59 PM

83 Our state funding is an embarrassment. If the state won't pick up the funding, it has to come from
somewhere. Maybe we can vote in legislators that will put funding back to pre 2006 levels and
have the state properly fund education.

11/20/2018 2:22 PM

84 I have watched 271's annual budget enter the twilight zone for years now. What I see is that the
educated produced from the staff has not benefited from higher salaries for employees, especially
the teachers. I feel the unionized teachers (NEA) have created this facade that it is "about the
children"! They need higher paid teachers to obtain a better education! That we know is bunk! I
think 271 should set an example and make due with a low budget and maybe better manage the
tax payers money. Cuts, Cuts, and more cuts instead of spend, spend, spend mentality! Why don't
you start by selling that useless property on Prairie and use that money for the schools. Eliminate
the tech from the classrooms and go back to the basic's and teach US History, the Constitution,
and Cursive writing skills so they children can read and understand the original Declaration of
Independence at least!

11/20/2018 1:50 PM
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85 Based on the current market valuation of real estate in Kootenai County everything appears to be
on solid financial ground. If real estate market values decrease then we could be faced with an
increase in the mill levy rate and property taxes. We are building a budget in the best of times, but
we need to also have contingency plans for when times are not so good. I am opposed to any
permanent tax at a local , state or national level. Once we increase the levy amount to $20M it is
unlikely that it will ever be decreased. I think it is good business to have a regular serious
discussion and vote on a mill levy. Final question , of the $2.5M what , if any percentage goes to
retirement benefits? Keep up the good work

11/20/2018 1:27 PM

86 How do you envision using mental health counselors in our district? That is not clear in your
presentation. My hope would be that you supplement what highly trained masters level school
counselors are doing and talk to them to see what they think the students and staff in their schools
need.

11/20/2018 1:25 PM

87 The students I have met can neither speak English properly or count change. Get computers out
of the classroom. Go back to basics, teach these children to think on their own not have the
computer think for them. Read Thomas Kersting's, "Disconnecting" on mental illness among
children and the over use of technology. The tech giants send their children to private schools with
no technology so they can learn to think on their own.

11/20/2018 1:20 PM

88 The CDA school district needs to do more to lower class sizes and stop creating positions at the
district level. We need more bodies "in the trenches" working with students. The needs of our
students have increased dramatically. Elementary classroom teachers wear many
hats...psychologist, educator, nurse etc... We need smaller classes in order to do our job
efficiently.

11/20/2018 11:56 AM

89 The State of Idaho does a worse job than the State of Washington in supporting the education of
their children (and that is saying a lot). I am willing to pick up the tab and invest in the Future of
Idaho and the United States.

11/20/2018 11:53 AM

90 Why does the State of Idaho not sufficiently fund education? 11/20/2018 11:15 AM

91 I feel the district is not allocating funds where they need to go. Too much support to the district
office and not to the schools themselves. Making the override levy permanent would lead to more
mismanagement of funds.

11/20/2018 10:49 AM

92 Very well done. Getting the money is one thing...spending it in the areas it was dedicated to is
another thing. We need schools in the northwest section of the district. I do not support the
construction of a new elementary school on the current NExA site.

11/20/2018 9:46 AM

93 CDA Videos Typo in I still have questions [you’ll have a chance to share your questions at the end
on this survey]. Should be ...end of this survey], Can only answer found helpful or I still have
questions. This is why I hate surveys. I found the videos somewhat helpful, don’t know why there
are three of them, but I still have questions. At end of each video there is a list of more videos, a
YouTube thing. Can’t you make this a closed circuit video with out all the commercial you tube
stuff showing up? Some of it can be offensive to some people and detract from your story. All and
all, I can’t say I like the videos. I like a flyer with charts and graphs along with a narrative that
explains it, similar to what you had two years ago, but that’s just me. Others like talking heads. I
think what is also missing is what are the alternatives. Why should any school district have to have
local levies for basic needs. What is being done to change the way education in Idaho is funded.
The Survey #5 Maintained at current level, because if we increase it just lets the Idaho legislature
off the hook. Lets have a citizen revolt in favor of a statewide fully funded education system. Also, I
don’t follow the math in the videos. If there is all this new development, does that not increase the
revenue that would be generated by a levy similar to the one we currently have? Of course I think
developers should be required to support schools too with land set aside for schools although I
guess that comes under another budget for capital expense? Never understood the rational for
separating Capitol from Operations, they have to work together. #6. “This additional resource
request would still allow for a significant tax rate decrease,…” OK why did you not have this on the
previous page. Nobody talked about a decrease in tax rate. This is responsive to my comment
above on #5. Maybe I need to know all my options before answering this survey. Is the next
question different depending on my answer? Or can I see a list of options being considered. The
video only talked about the 4 million dollar increase, not incremental choices. So, I went back and
changed my answer to #5 to support the increase, but I still think we need statewide change to
support education. So I went along with making the increase permanent. Although I think there
should be a clause so that it is not asked for if not needed. If the state of Idaho increases support
and it should, then the local levy may no longer be needed at this level in perpetuity.

11/20/2018 9:34 AM
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94 I feel the frustration that many parents feel with the lack of follow through with levy money. Going
back to Lakes Middle School and currently, with the promised elementary school in the Northern
part of the district.

11/20/2018 6:46 AM

95 It's time to pay your classified employees a living wage. It's a sad day when classified employees,
responsible for student safety, need to be well versed in active shooter lethal threat training, but
could make more money working at McDonalds.

11/20/2018 3:41 AM

96 No more increases to taxes. PERIOD. You can be readily replaced if you chose to continue to
screw the taxpayers.

11/19/2018 7:16 PM

97 I would like to see security, technical improvements at district level, and curriculum adoption
revisited to find ways to address these issues in a more meaningful and appropriate way.

11/19/2018 6:49 PM

98 There is so much waste in public education. Try to live within your income, make the most of your
existing resources, like rate payers must, instead of taxing us more and more every year. I also
feel that developers should carry a larger portion of the cost because new housing/more residents
over-burden the system.

11/19/2018 5:45 PM

99 Voted to request that a levy proposal be put toward a vote every two years should an increase in
the rate be needed - adjust for inflation, increased costs etc.

11/19/2018 5:40 PM

100 Thanks for moving the Coeur d’Alene school District forward. I appreciate the open and honest
approach you are taking. I’m also impressed with the work to increase communication through the
website, app, coffee with the Superintendent & community forums. You are sharing answers to
questions I didn’t know how to ask :)

11/19/2018 4:21 PM

101 It seems like the most important area for increased financial means is the teachers, teachers'
aides, etc. Why doesn't the the school district ask for the levy increase in order to cover those
needs first? I would support a levy increase if the first chunk of tax money went to the teachers'
and other staff pay before increasing funding for other areas.

11/19/2018 4:12 PM

102 Does the state dictate the curriculum and novels that we have to purchase (that they only pay 20%
for?) We already pay taxes to the state. It is frustrating to me that this is an issue for the local
school district.

11/19/2018 3:06 PM

103 Why is the district funding mental health, Medicaid match, and health programs vs. parents? This
is not a school district function. I would support funding for actual teacher salaries, new schools
and maintenance, and smaller classrooms, etc. but not the social programs. What language in the
levy prevents tax rates from rising and guaranteeing only new construction funds the levy in the
future? It’s great to say rates won’t go up. But the current escalation of assessments due to growth
and demand with the history of taxation proves they won’t remain at the same level.

11/19/2018 2:38 PM

104 I was surprised to hear that the add'l $4 million would be on new construction only. However, the
word "potentially" was used. How will I know for sure if that is going to happen? I'd like to see it in
writing.

11/19/2018 1:58 PM

105 From our Governor to our Superintendent the message is consistent: we need to invest more in
our educational system: buildings, electronics, books, people (salaries and benefits). Coeur
d'Alene patrons have always been supportive...once again we need to step up.

11/19/2018 1:20 PM

106 Please increase the levy for staff salaries. We will not keep our young best teachers, we will not
be able to recruit effectively for new teachers and we have fallen behind over the years. The gap
between Washington and us used to be $5000. It is far beyond this now. In addition, as an
experienced teacher I now make less than I did 15 years ago because of benefits and inflation.
Trust the voter and do what is right.

11/19/2018 12:51 PM

107 If in fact you raise the education level of the kids in school so that it is comparable to the top 10
states in the US I would vote yes. but it is not.The purpose of the school is to educate the kids so
that they can have a reasonable chance of a good life. The levy will pass and I hope that it benefits
the kids.

11/19/2018 12:28 PM

108 Legislation supporting changes to allow communities to require developers to fund indisputable
increase costs to school districts as a result of developments needs to pass and be implemented.

11/19/2018 11:28 AM

109 I will vote against any levy; I will campaign forcefully against ANY attempt to make it a permanent
levy!

11/19/2018 11:26 AM

110 The state needs to support(fund) our schools. 11/19/2018 10:47 AM
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111 I would like to see and "impact fee" of some sort be implemented on all new construction. With the
amount of homes and apartments being built and the influx of new families to the area it continues
to put a strain on the education resources in our area and diluting the education our current
students receive. An impact fee on each new building would help to offset the related costs in
direct relationship to the amount of new residences/families to the area.

11/19/2018 10:34 AM

112 20 million is still inadequate in supporting our needs for more schools to be built. I am reluctant to
overburden our local tax payers for more funding; rather, I think Dr. Cook is correct in that
developers from out of state need to pay more in impact fees so that we can provide the facilities
to educate all of the children that inevitably come to us, overfilling the schools as a result of the
housing that is being developed in our community. These developments are most assuredly
having an overwhelming impact on our schools; they should rightly be providing compensation for
such. Why aren't we taping into this source? It would seem the most obvious and just.

11/19/2018 10:17 AM

113 Thank you for recognizing the need for additional supports for our students. The need is high, and
we are stretched thin as individuals trying to meet student needs. In education, it seems the better
a person is at their job, the more difficult it becomes as more students rely upon and trust that
person with the very big and difficult things happening in their lives. I also appreciate the
recognition that we will lose our best educators to Washington if we don't compete with the pay
scales just a short drive away.

11/19/2018 10:15 AM

114 Well presented Mr. Superintendent! Best video explanation I have reviewed. 11/19/2018 10:08 AM

115 Until math achievement improves, I cannot and will not support a levy increase. It has been proven
many times that throwing money at teachers doesn't fix student achievement issues like our district
has (post-secondary remediation rates in math being one...) I do not support a permanent levy
because it is the only way the voters have (outside of trustee elections) to hold you accountable to
performance. I would support a levy increase for classified if it did NOT include certified. I want to
see increases for certified tied to improved performance. Period.

11/19/2018 9:38 AM

116 Sharing the disparity between CdA and Spokane was a good touch, but sharing the top end could
be detrimental. My first thought was, "That is a LOT of money." I especially liked the focus on
metal health, lower class sizes and security.

11/19/2018 9:34 AM

117 I would like more info about the perpetual levy. Is there a way to rescind this if there is an
economic crisis? Will we still be asked for another m&o levy as costs go up in the years to come?
It is an interesting idea, but I would like more details please.

11/19/2018 8:47 AM

118 I am concerned of a down turn in real estate, what precautions are being taken to guarantee
school funding in a down turn?

11/19/2018 8:38 AM

119 I would encourage the school district to work with legislators to receive more money from the state
for schools or have parents who have children attend pay a fee. I don't agree with the charter
schools, I think that is where alot of money could be saved - there should be regular neighborhood
schools with the same number of children in the classrooms.

11/19/2018 8:35 AM

120 Much of the information in the videos was a good overview of our levy, how it works. It would be
nice to have a document to view my options and make more informed decisions. Coeur d'Alene
has one of the lowest percentages when it comes to levies and supporting our schools. I like to
save money too, but lets do the right thing and get what we need for our students, teachers, and
supporting staff. Coeur d'Alene, and Idaho at large, is going to see a dramatic decrease in qualified
teachers as they flee for better wages. We already face shortages in staffing and have larger
average class sizes than the surrounding districts in Idaho. What would the levy be if we didn't
change the rate that has been in effect? While making the levy a permanent fixture, that is only by
whole dollar amount and does not increase with inflation. What specific plans would you be able to
put in place so that we continue to receive adequate funding at the end of the 7 year cycle? Is it 7
years, or can we go back to the voters sooner if we need to? That seems like a bad deal too
though...

11/19/2018 8:32 AM

121 I see no videos which allow the property owners to share the huge burden these levies have on
their lives. I see no option for people to opt in or out of these levies. This should be an option
property owners can freely choose to support or not. In addition I have lived here most of my life
and have never seen one year the School District said thank you, we have enough now and will
learn to live and operate within what cash flow we now get. Never once have you been satisfied.
Greed and nothing more.

11/19/2018 8:24 AM
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122 Need is to keep good teachers instead of losing them to Washington. Also a lot of the office staff is
sorely underpaid. Pay raises should be on merit and how many hats they have to wear.
(nurse/finance/parent liaison/student liaison/teacher liaison/janitor/ they are like octopus's with all
the things they do

11/19/2018 8:23 AM

123 As a parent, grandparent, and as a district employee I would fully support the increased amount
and for it to be permanent.

11/19/2018 7:58 AM

124 My wife and I are retirees on a fixed income as are about 30% of the Voters in the district. I don't
see how in good conscience you can put forth a 25% increase when our Social Security checks
are now "finally" starting to rise after several years albeit only a measly 3%. Please reconsider,
keeping in mind those of us on a fixed income and with no children going to school. Regards,
Randy Ferrell Hayden ID.

11/19/2018 7:44 AM

125 It's very hard for people on a fixed income to support any increase. The city raises my tax, the
county raises tax, the assessor raises my value every year yet on my SS , I've seen about a twenty
dollar per month raise in the last 6 years.

11/19/2018 7:32 AM

126 I would like to learn more about the effects of making the levy permanent, in perpetuity. How and
when can this be reversed, if ever?

11/19/2018 7:26 AM

127 Q1: This district, as aon all levies.ll districts, is run by the local teacher's union. Get them under
control or I will continue voting "no" all levies.

11/19/2018 6:43 AM

128 I feel we do not get transparency on the actual spending of the taxes paid to the school district.
Also, how does the public know that class sizes have been reduced? That new curriculum
purchased is being properly used by staff that has been trained for it? That money is being spent
as specified for remodeling and upgrading?

11/18/2018 9:36 PM

129 Despite the excellent job that CDA Schools does overall - we are continuing to lag behind the rest
of the country.

11/18/2018 8:03 PM

130 Thank u for all u do! 11/18/2018 10:56 AM

131 I also feel cuts in staffing could/should be made at the District Office. There is a lot of dissension
amongst school staff about the humongous raise they saw a couple years ago. I also believe that
we could run the district just as well with half the DO staff. The amount of people employed at our
DO is ridiculously higher than the Washington school districts across the border.

11/17/2018 3:28 PM

132 Thank you for addressing the lack of both mental health care and security in our district. Being the
6th largest in the state means we need the extras. Our city is growing rapidly and we need to
accommodate that on all levels. THANK YOU FOR ALL YOU DO AS TEACHERS, MENTORS
AND MOTIVATORS! OUR FUTURE IS IN YOUR HANDS!! You are appreciated!!

11/17/2018 2:27 PM

133 I believe the levy has failed in the past. 11/17/2018 1:24 PM

134 I moved here from another state, and in particular appreciate the markedly different mentality in
Idaho in terms of not throwing money at every problem. In my former state, taxes kept going up
and up, and the school districts with the highest spend were often the worst in terms of results. So
instead of raising taxes, I would be in favor of other creative solutions (more volunteering, thinking
outside the box, etc.)

11/17/2018 12:41 PM

135 Thanks so much for Everything you do for our kids. I really appreciate you guys 11/17/2018 11:55 AM

136 Your 1st video says costs were up 22% since 2008. An increase of 500 students is less than 5%.
Inflation has been low, but measurable. You need to explain where that 22% was spent if you want
people to understand and empathize. Insurance is up, but what %? If part of the answer is that
2008 was a down year, then use 2006 as baseline. Don’t shoot yourself in the foot. 2) The most
compelling fact in the videos is the huge disparity between WA and ID salaries. We personally
know 2 teachers that could no longer avoid the math and are now commuting. 3) Many of the
newbies here are retired and pissed off Californians. I would offer up some facts about the
commitment made by their parents in the 50s and 60s compared to the commitment you’re asking
for.

11/17/2018 10:03 AM

137 We need to compensate Idaho teachers comparable to that of Washington teachers in order to
retain high quality educators.

11/17/2018 9:54 AM

138 What happens if we need extra funds, but the levy amount is permenant for the next 5 years? Are
there other resources to cover these cost needs?

11/17/2018 8:38 AM
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139 We need to pay our educators and classified staff better in Idaho because of the awesome work
they do and competition with Washington.

11/16/2018 9:30 PM

140 Spend our money on the things you said you would when you asked for it 11/16/2018 6:46 PM

141 really need a better explanation on the Tax Year savings and charts. Not explained well here, and
the non-finance layman is going to need better examples/graphs/info.

11/16/2018 5:35 PM

142 How much would take for elementry and middle schools to provide all classroom materials as
opposed to having thousands of parents go out each year and buy extra materials including reams
of copy paper (which is ridiculous)?

11/16/2018 5:26 PM

143 Physical activity and alternative learning opportunities are critical to maintaining mental health. If
you propose spending money on mental health professionals and programs, then field trips and
outdoor activities should be included and funded as part of that.

11/16/2018 5:04 PM

144 I fully support our schools and the investment in our children's futures. I would support asking for
more. I wish our legislators would put more money and support into education in our state.

11/16/2018 4:34 PM

145 Great videos! 11/16/2018 4:21 PM

146 Thank you for all you do! 11/16/2018 4:06 PM

147 I would be interested in hearing "counter-opinions", viewing FAQ's, etc. for a bigger picture of the
issue. The videos and tables make it appear as if voting for the levy increase is a "no-brainer"
when there must be other considerations and valid reasons why someone would not. Perhaps
links to more information or at least how the District will be held accountable if the levy went into
perpetuity would be helpful. Thank you for your increased efforts to ask for feedback.

11/16/2018 3:35 PM

148 I am a teacher, and here's my 2 cents: We don't need more resources, we need a living wage. I
have a master'd degree, experience teaching advanced classes, and teaching proprietary
electives. I could go across the border to Washington and make 90K a year. That's 40K MORE
than I make in district 271. I want to stay here. I love my students. I don't need to make 90K. That
said, at 50K, I can't afford to buy a home in the area. District 271 needs to do something about the
salary disparity or we are going to loose a lot of teachers when CV builds a new high school.

11/16/2018 2:42 PM

149 I believe having a solid plan in place to retain high quality teachers is essential for the districts
success.

11/16/2018 2:38 PM

150 Thank you for the presentation. I appreciate the effort to inform the public. 11/16/2018 2:23 PM

151 With a graduate degree in Public Administration, I know that a levy is NOT the only option for
improvements/expansion/school funding. Levies place an undue burden on established property
owners. While new growth places a burden on the infrastructure, as well as the needs for school
improvements, a better solution, is a municipal government that funds those new needs by placing
the burden on the new growth. Simply put; new growth should provide for new infrastructure!

11/16/2018 2:13 PM

152 We need to keep pace with the salaries paid to educational employees in Washington or risk
losing more quality staff across the border.

11/16/2018 1:53 PM

153 The only concern I have about making the levy permanent is 1 we will need to go 20 eventually
and 2 we will have to really do a great job explaining schools bond going forward to make sure the
public is aware they are not the same and how the funds will be used. We never really ask for
what we need for fear of rejected pass but we always end up not being able to every thing that is
intended with the funds because we fall short.

11/16/2018 1:34 PM

154 Personally I do not get 20 to 25% increases in my pay. The District is asking for just such an
increase. Sorry, though the schools need help, the increase is beyond any reasonable request.
The main reason for having to go to the voters every two years is so that there is community
oversite. I fully support continuing to ask taxpayers what they wish with regards to the Levy every
two years. I cannot ever support making the Levy permanent.

11/16/2018 12:20 PM

155 Loved the videos and the explanation on why we want to increase the levy. Thank you! 11/16/2018 12:18 PM

156 When the test scores compare to schools within the District that operate without supplemental levy
monies (ie CDA Charter Academy) I will fully support any levy proposed. Taxes continue to
increase yet scores decline....

11/16/2018 12:02 PM

157 Many in our family are educators in the CDA school district. I live in Idaho and work in WA for the
simple reason of the ability to earn more. To keep good teachers here, we need to step up and
make the salaries more comparable.

11/16/2018 11:13 AM
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158 The current Classified Salary Schedule allows no steps for a pay increase after 12 years of
employment. It caps the hourly rate for the rest of your career in that position. Also, as a Classified
Employee there is currently no incentive to improve professionally because there are no
opportunities to increase your pay through additional education, training or professional
development. Due to the 12 year cap, after 21 years of employment, my hourly pay is now only $2-
$3 different from those who have worked in the same position for just 5-6 years. While their pay
goes up each year, mine does not. Therefore there is also no reward for experience or longevity.
Why would you stay after 12 years? Loyalty & dedication are great but they don't put food on the
table. Something needs to change for the district to attract and maintain quality classified &
certified staff. The time is NOW!

11/16/2018 10:58 AM

159 Your videos didn’t highlight that the previous Levy is expiring and thus you are asking to replace
not add a levy. I get it but didn’t think it was made clear enough. I also question perpetuity on the
grounds that given local growth the schools will have difficulty adding to their funding in future
years to keep up as it would be another supplemental tax likely to be rejected by voters. I am quite
happy with the job being done by the district and would probably support an additional but
separate levy for even a few more million to ensure we keep up with growth.

11/16/2018 10:52 AM

160 My chief question has to with added security (which I am in favor of) and mental health staff. I find
the inclusion of mental health staff necessary, but would like a much better handle on it plays out.
Is it in RESPONSE to incidents, or does it take on a life-coaching aspect? The morale at CHS is
very, very low. Most don't want to admit this, and in my opinion, few are doing anything about it.

11/16/2018 10:25 AM

161 I believe that grouping needs of the school district together for funding requests, like an omnibus
spending package is dishonest and disguises where the money will go making it impossible for
voters to make an informed decision on actual needs. Furthermore, I in no way support permanent
levies that would remove school spending oversight from the voters and taxpayers.

11/16/2018 10:22 AM

162 classified staff is some of the lowest payed people in Couer d Alene and go lots of other places
and get more, and teacher need a raise also.

11/16/2018 10:01 AM

163 I do not believe the wages will increase with the passing of $20 million levy. 11/16/2018 10:01 AM

164 We need to be down in Boise demanding the legislature fully fund education! 11/16/2018 9:49 AM

165 Way to go with the videos!! This really helped me to understand what those funds are for and
where they come from! Steve Cook is an AMAZING addition to our district!! So glad that he's here
making such a huge difference! Thank you.

11/16/2018 9:37 AM

166 Let's make this levy PERMANENT so we can focus on education and taking care of our
employees. Going through this process every 2 years is a waste of valuable time and effort. Thank
you!

11/16/2018 9:01 AM

167 Great plan for our future. 11/16/2018 9:00 AM

168 We absolutely need mental health services in schools. More and more children are coming to
school with complex trauma and school may be their only place for felt safety. The district must be
better equip to address the diverse needs of children.

11/16/2018 8:57 AM

169 It is important to invest in the kids that will be our future. Although we perceive public education as
free, it's not. As adults we need to fund the school system to ensure our future generation are able
to lead. The levy is just a small way to give our kids what the need to become successful.

11/16/2018 8:54 AM

170 Thanks for seeking input and sharing info. 11/16/2018 8:54 AM

171 I would modify the videos to avoid inconsistencies and confusion with questions 6 and 7. I would
also suggest that the District work with its attorneys to avoid advocating,

11/16/2018 8:51 AM

172 This district has lied to the community for many years about our ‘academic success’ when,in fact,
this district is graduating unprepared seniors by the hundreds. The wasteful spending on math
textbooks that ‘do not meet standards’, spending $600K on seatbelts for buses that use can never
be enforced, spending $10’s of thousands on new weightrooms, concession stands, new
gyms,etc. all while ignoring our failing academics is beyond disturbing. I will no longer vote ‘yes’
for a levy and will encourage everyone I know to vote ‘no’ with tangible reasons why. Until the
administration, school board, and teachers are held accountablefor poor student performance, my
opinion is you all should do the best with what you have. The videos were long and not helpful.
Seeing pictures of lawns being mowed attached to a $3 million price tag and kids entering
classrooms in blatant violation of dress code reinforces the lack of accountability. Career Cruising
is nothing short of laughable. This sort of wasteful spending and poor decision making makes
passing levies in the future questionable.

11/16/2018 8:38 AM
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173 I was recently told by a SD#271 employee that seats available for children to get from schools
close to the Boys & Girls Club to the B&G Club were intentionally being reduced as it is direct
competition to School Plus. I will most likely vote NO to the levy because the SD#271 is already
purposefully extracting additional dollars from our family when other options could be available.
WHY ARE THERE ONLY 10 SEATS AVAILABLE FROM WINTON TO B&G CLUB?

11/16/2018 8:32 AM

174 I truly believe the classified employees need a substantial pay increase. the teachers got theirs a
couple years ago, now it's time to do what's right for the classified.

11/16/2018 8:23 AM

175 Our children are our future. Investing in them is a must! 11/16/2018 8:16 AM

176 See above. Imagine running a business based on a fingers-crossed assumption that 20% of your
budget will drop into your lap based on the largess of your constituents! Time to run the schools
like a business. Let's cut some things that, if we're honest about it, are really luxuries and not
necessities.

11/16/2018 8:05 AM

177 I would happily support making the levy more permanent or funding it by more if I believed funds
were being allocated properly. As it is, there is a really bad case of disparagement between
schools in this district that "have" and schools that "have not". A couple of elementary school
buildings, in particular, have yet to be remodeled. Carpets, sinks, drinking fountains, and walls are
in bad repair. The district continues putting "bandaids" on the issues, without fully funding a true
fix, while other schools are updated, remodeled and filled with up-to-date technology. I also feel
that less money should be spent on salaries at the district office level and more should be given to
para-professionals, bus drivers, and teachers. Above all, more money needs to be directly
benefiting students in the form of decreasing class sizes in some schools/grade levels with
overcrowding. Bottom line: when the district starts allocating funds to DIRECTLY benefit students,
not people in the district office, I will absolutely gladly support higher/more frequent levies!

11/16/2018 8:00 AM

178 Enough is enough. Please continue advocating PUBLICLY for competitive wages for SD271 staff.
We have accepted unacceptable raises for too many years. If the Board and DO truly care about
retaining and attracting high-quality educators, please put your money where your mouth is. We
are counting on you, because we cannot count on our state legislature.

11/16/2018 7:50 AM

179 I feel like I do support the levy being permanent as long as its very structured and you can't just
raise it to a threshold without voter approval.

11/16/2018 7:33 AM

180 Permanent levy increases should be avoided. They discourage accountable use of taxpayer
dollars. CdA schools seem to be doing a good job of managing resources so far.

11/16/2018 7:28 AM

181 Ive always wondered why we also don’t pass the additional increases of schools onto the home
builders themselves as this is done in other states. Why don’t they share the burden rather than
only the tax payer? Would you be willing to propose this as a state or local bill in the future?

11/16/2018 7:09 AM

182 Thank you in advance for providing my children and others the opportunities they deserve to meet
their life goals...AKA

11/16/2018 7:03 AM

183 This isn't complicated. As long as the community is willing to pay for the additional services via
taxes (and not borrowing) - great. If it cannot/will not approved the measure - no.

11/16/2018 6:44 AM
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184 A permanent levy is a very hard sell. Good luck. Your two year supplemental levy alone at this
time will be a challenge in this political climate. Too many are eager to see what the new governor
will deliver, which is a theme heard from those who just went through the Nov. general. As a
parent, there is just not enough accountability or quality teaching going on. The ONLY
accountability with teeth in the district is the local levy. This district is in crisis whether publicly
recognized or not. Please fix the current scenario with current funding. Be more diligent when
using hundreds of thousands of dollars on text books that turn out to be bad or unused within the
first three years of the book cycle. We offer numerous opportunities to parents through vendor
platforms but if they aren’t being used it’s a waste of money. For example, ask to see the number
of those families accessing Career Cruising from home. How many parents are using their logins?
While it’s a great resource in theory, I believe the number of those actually logging in from home is
very low. One high school of 1500+ students has only low double digits using this paid service.
Same can be said for at home logins of iReady Math. I will actively campaign against a permanent
levy. The last two bonds were ‘the largest ever’ and you’re still in crisis. The voters might decide to
practice tough love because there are major issues that require management, not permanent
funding, to improve district results. Voters remember the failed Lakes levy regardless of time that’s
passed. There’s still issues from the last bond like land and new schools that are still not resolved.
I’m actually surprised that there would be a consideration to ask for more given the last three asks.
I do not believe I’m alone. Would a levy ask like this pass? Perhaps there’s a likelihood. Expect a
strong pushback — permanent levies will stoke up the conservative voter in ways we’ve not seen
before. This could have long term impact for every future levy thereafter ... just as the failed Lakes
Levy still does.

11/16/2018 6:02 AM

185 Thank you for all the information. Your videos were done in a very professional manner. 11/16/2018 5:47 AM

186 IF the levy is made permanent how will increases to the levy be handled in the future 11/16/2018 5:32 AM

187 I believe that many of the issues you wish to address with levy money can be remedied by a
cultural change within the district. Professional educators who live in the area are choosing not to
teach here (or anywhere at all) because of the environment in the schools. Mental health is an
egregious problem here because of the poor culture students are necessarily part of every day, all
day in our public schools. Safety is an issue because of the unhealthy culture of the schools. The
culture problem stems from the top down. Accountability for hiring and keeping only professional
administrators (at the district and high school levels in particular) - who are focused on what is best
for students and not is what best for themselves and their friends - would cost nothing. This would
mean recruiting from outside the area. Anyone who has had a teaching job he/she loved, knows
that no amount of money could cause him/her to leave. Solid, professional, student-centered
districts attract the best teachers, teachers who teach because it is what they believe in, what they
love to do. They will sacrifice a few thousand dollars/year in order to work in a place they love. Fix
the culture and you'll have money for other things that will help you to thrive instead of just survive.

11/16/2018 1:25 AM

188 I think levy every 2 years refleccts current residents and community interest current. 11/16/2018 12:15 AM

189 I know that my husband will not support a levy until the bonds fund issue is resolved. 11/15/2018 10:33 PM

190 This is fine if the economy is good but we are over due for big correction,Then what? If people
keep moving here we should be fine. If we start losing people how can CDA Public Schools
respond?

11/15/2018 10:23 PM

191 I understand the importance of the levy. However, I am becoming increasingly frustrated at the
apparent inequality from school to school. While there's a critical need for new schools, there are
also in need of maintenance and repair while others have been updated several times over. There
is a disparity in the technology available from building to building as well. We have had levies for
class size reduction, yet many grade levels are consistently over the "cap". Students are bused to
and from schools to manage overflow and class sizes. These are sometimes many of our most
vulnerable students--the ones who may have a high rate of transiency and/or are last to register. I
want to support this levy and be able to explain to others why they should, but it's frustrating when
it's increasingly apparent that the gap is widening between those families who have a lot and those
who have very little--our schools should be places where facilities, technology, and opportunities
are relatively equal.

11/15/2018 9:58 PM

192 The school district should submit a bill to the legislature to allow school districts to assess an
impact fee to developers paid to the school district or require them to donate land for additional
schools needed because of their development.

11/15/2018 9:51 PM

193 More the merrier. Kids need our support! Thanks for working so hard on this. 11/15/2018 9:51 PM
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194 Please start a prop 13 like in California or something to the effect Where builders must take in
consideration and leave land for. Schools And growth. And that the builder must pay x number of
dollars to the community when they build to help funds for schools and growth This building is out
of control and going to increase taxes and drive people out of there homes when they cannot pay
for raises in taxes. It’s absolutely ridiculous that tax payers are stuck with the higher taxes year
after year when the builder go in and make lots of money developing land and don’t have to give
any money back to the community So sort of give in take. Balance needs to happen. Tax payers
seen to be continually having to be paying more.

11/15/2018 9:46 PM

195 I know the fire service in my area does not get voter support to staff an additional station. CDA has
5 stations. Post Falls has 4. Hayden/Rathdrun have 2. They asked for just over 1 million and failed
to garner enough support. I want to be protected for emergencies before any additional monies
going to schools. I have supported schools every year. Not this one and certainly not for additional
funding. Where’s our school in the NW part of the district I paid for last time? Why the opulent
central office?

11/15/2018 9:42 PM

196 We need to do a beefed job at evaluation the teachers . There are some awful elementary
teachers that can either make or break a kid and have to recover to broken kids after a year in the
class with an awful teacher is very difficult.

11/15/2018 9:34 PM

197 I hope that the salary increases mentioned will also apply to subs so that we will have enough subs
to cover teacher absences. Our Title Teacher and/or Title Aids are routinely pulled to sub for
teachers thereby greatly impacting our Title program. I also hope these increases might go to
making some part time classified employees full time, benefited employees. The quality of
employees attracted to full time positions is so much higher than those attracted to part time work.
My school has several part time positions open that we are unable to find qualified applicants to
fill. Thank you!

11/15/2018 9:29 PM

198 Our future lies with our children. Invest in our children and we will have a better future. 11/15/2018 9:22 PM

199 Increase it even more. Make it $25 or $30 million to give teachers even more of a raise. 11/15/2018 8:56 PM

200 I oppose making the levy a permanent taxation because I'd prefer to demand that the state
increase its funding for those things it mandates. Am I just naive?

11/15/2018 8:41 PM

201 I feel very strongly that if we want to recruit and retain high quality staff we need to start by giving a
10% across the board raise to all staff. This would be a good start in ensuring that we are
competitive within the region. Every year we lose high quality teachers and miss out on hiring
excellent administrators to Washington because we cannot compete with their wages!! We also
need to staff at lower student to teacher and student to administrator levels in order to increase
achievement scores. A drastic and compete shift toward competing wages and staffing levels is
vital! Thank you for allowing this input!

11/15/2018 8:31 PM

202 don't begin video with "what owners would put up with" as if taxes for schools were a mosquito.
What would owners invest in the schools and future ....

11/15/2018 8:29 PM

203 While weakly support making the levy permanent at $20M, it makes sense to anticipate future
needs and plan for them. A levy amount of $22-25M would allow the district to not have to go back
to the voters for 3-4 years before our growth outpaces the resources provided by the levy. Idaho
education is an incredible bargain - local taxpayers should be educated to that fact and support the
levy, especially if it decreases the frequency of these votes.

11/15/2018 8:17 PM

204 I really appreciated the video format. I hope the bond passes. 11/15/2018 7:59 PM

205 Please don't start a survey with 3 videos to watch, not interested. Thanks 11/15/2018 7:43 PM

206 I think teachers need to be paid better, much better. I also beleive substitutes should be required
to have a degree and should be paid better. I do not think there is a need for increased security in
our schools. This isn’t a high crime area. I also do not think ancilarry staff, sich as kitchen help and
custodians, need a significant wage increase.

11/15/2018 6:47 PM

207 It seems that if we “need” a 25% increase in our current levy that clearly the state needs to be
more involved in supplementing these gaps.

11/15/2018 6:34 PM

208 I am a senior administrator of another taxing district. I do not believe that this school district has
been properly managed or fiscally responsible. I also believe that your use of school district email
“threatening” cuts, students losing out and showing harm is legal! It is time for you to do what
every other taxing District does and manage with what you have. For the record, I also plan to ask
for a meeting with the superintendent to discuss my concerns.

11/15/2018 6:31 PM
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209 I would like to see the district offer or require parenting classes for our parents. If we can increase
the education of the parents in this area on how to raise well adjusted , kind, and empathetic
individuals everything else should fall into place.

11/15/2018 6:25 PM

210 I support all of the things the levy would be used for. However, the CDA school district has a very
bad habit of asking for levy and bond money and either not doing due diligence or using the money
in a way it wasn't intended. It is very frustrating to vote for something to improve things for my
children to see it wasted on poor planning.

11/15/2018 6:24 PM

211 I suggest being very careful with using the results of this survey in decision making. The videos
were long and the survey will probably only be completed by those who deeply support education
spending or those who are seriously opposed. I doubt this survey will give you any sense of how
the general electorate may feel.

11/15/2018 6:24 PM

212 I would not support the levy until I see how the district is going to proceed with the unbuilt
elementary school they promised taxpayers from the last bond and levy. That money has set for 2
years and they did not start building as they promised and have been fiscally irresponsible. They
continually promise to make a decision at the next board meeting and never do. They have lost the
faith of the community and most of the staff in the district. If the Board moves forward and acts on
the promises they have made from the last bond and levy, then I would consider this levy.

11/15/2018 6:23 PM

213 Why make me watch a video. I was not interested in watching them 11/15/2018 6:17 PM

214 The questions about making the levy permanent are not great. I had to choose an answer, but
don't feel well informed about the benefits and costs of that change.

11/15/2018 6:12 PM

215 THANKYOU SO MUCH for these videos and information. Because of the recent passed vote of an
increase in insurance coverage/Medicaid etc, why are we funding mental health when it is covered
even more by insurances? Should we not be directing/encouraging them to use their benefits? I
feel like that’s double dipping; however, I am not able to see what you see being a teacher. I
wholeheartedly agree in wage increase and upgrading/maintaining safety. I have seen my son
using “used” labeled books in school and appreciate the district trying to cut costs where
applicable. I believe these videos and explanations are excellent in getting parents involved in the
“why” of things so we are more informed when voting. I also whole heartedly support
technical/trade schooling.

11/15/2018 6:07 PM

216 Do not promote you are giving raises to custodians and other non teacher jobs if you want this to
pass. Hire a pr marketing firm before you go further!

11/15/2018 6:06 PM

217 The school district should operate within their budget, period, not rely on a levy year after year. 11/15/2018 6:06 PM

218 Why are we limiting the Levy by refusing to raise taxes? CoeurdAlene can afford great schools!!
Let's stop trying so hard to have the lowest tax rate in the state and then lowering it even more.
Our population has changed enough over the past10 years that we don't need to worry so much
about levies not passing. We are living in past fears by refusing to even ask for more money to
properly find our schools!

11/15/2018 5:58 PM

219 okay: $89k a year for mental health coordinator salary for 1 person REALLY??? 5 full-time
equivalents for mental health resources $374,855 ....... for 5 people REALLY that much??? maybe
you should diving THAT money up for your teacher's salaries!

11/15/2018 5:40 PM

220 It seems necessary for the public to know what types of training staff are receiving and if such
trainings are truly is "the best" possible opportunities for educators. There seems to be a lot of
travel occurring to Denver in the district- I wouldnt support that type of spending when there are so
many other needs.

11/15/2018 5:40 PM

221 I completely believe in supporting the schools financially as much as possible. It is a shame that
our teachers have to do so much with so little

11/15/2018 5:40 PM

222 I think it's time the school district seriously needs to begin changing with times. We are still doing
school the same way we did 50 yrs ago. The district should consider providing more online
classes for seniors, juniors and advanced students. Hire a private security firm to look out for the
safety of the campus. ( allow multiple business to bid for the job) Stop buying land for schools and
look for properties that can be leased. ( the district should not be in the real estate business.) Add
business personnel to the staff to assist the district with operating more like a corporation. The
bottom line is it's time to think outside the box. We need real solutions, not just throwing money at
the budget. Thank you.

11/15/2018 5:38 PM
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223 My daughter is currently a teacher in the district, and I have a son in middle school in the district. I
feel confident that providing adequate funding for teachers and supplies and facilities is the right
way to go. I do however feel that the district spends a lot on top level administration.

11/15/2018 5:37 PM

224 If the levy was made in perpetuity what would happen if they needed an increase? Would it be
increased with inflation?

11/15/2018 5:34 PM

225 I’m worried the retired population of Cda will not support any of this. It will need to be carefully
presented to them in order to get their support.

11/15/2018 5:31 PM

226 Our teachers deserve a raise!! I hope this passes! 11/15/2018 5:28 PM

227 I have significant concerns about inflation and losing ground if we go the permanent levy way. The
only way I would support is if there was verbiage about proportional inflation increases.

11/15/2018 5:27 PM

228 Really need better and more resources for the impaired & challenged children with less for sports. 11/15/2018 5:26 PM

229 Give my son's teachers a raise. And if this ballot measure fails, Y'all should go on strike. Please
raise my taxes. I don't want my son's school week reduced to 4 days a week like some places.

11/15/2018 5:22 PM

230 If the levy is made permanent will the amount remain the same? Would there be an opportunity to
increase levy amount?

11/15/2018 5:18 PM

231 I believe any increase in the levy needs to focus on increasing the starting pay salary of new
teachers. The school district has some great teachers but also has some teachers and
administrators that need to be removed. Continuing to reward bad behavior or for example “the old
boy coaches club” in my opinion is not in our best interest. We should only expect the best if we as
home owner tax payers are going to be required to foot the bill. It seems to me that the levy “ is
more of a catch all approach rather than a focused plan on achieving short term educational goals.
Give me a plan of action and then I’ll gladly support it as long as it’s focused on a high standard of
excellence and accountability.

11/15/2018 5:16 PM

232 Make it permanent. It is ridiculous for the district to go hat in hand every other year to the voters.
The state needs to make this levy unnecessary!

11/15/2018 5:15 PM

233 We pay state taxes and property taxes and your saying that not enough. It not fair the us to have to
keep paying additional taxes. We population growing like crazy and you keep asking to raise levy
we would be paying way more in levy taxes that we should be. The state needs to raise what it
give the school. Not property owners.

11/15/2018 5:13 PM

234 I would like to see more dollars directed at funding towards Transportation: New Busses, a newer -
larger bus facility, and updated software for traffic management, payroll, and parent connection
needs.

11/15/2018 5:13 PM

235 Security is your top priority. Please make education a greater priority. Your going to need a lot
more money.

11/15/2018 5:09 PM

236 Basing the increased levy amount on new construction is confusing 11/15/2018 5:05 PM

237 Get my money back from handleman, spend my money where you said you would, your clueless 11/15/2018 5:02 PM

238 It is incredibly unfortunate and ridiculous that the State of Idaho does not better fund schools.
Thanks for all your work.

11/15/2018 4:58 PM

239 I'm all in favor of the increased levy, however I'm frustrated with the current situation of the school
district. The last levy was approved for new schools and because that is still being drawn out, I
think you might find this a difficult time to ask again for more money from the community. I know
there have been hiccups with the new schools being built, but it has really taken too long and there
is still no end date/answers. I am a teacher and a mom and frustrated to know that the levy I voted
for last time might not even benefit my children because it is taking so long.

11/15/2018 4:51 PM

240 I have budgeted $25,000 of personal funds to head a “Vote No” campaign on this levy should it go
to the ballot.

11/15/2018 4:48 PM

241 I would like to see a layout of how someone’s personal property tax will change. It will be what
stops voter approval. Also make sure to show how people without kids or kids in school will be
affected in the community.

11/15/2018 4:48 PM

242 I support increasing the levy as long as the money is actually spent where the district says it will be
spent. Releasing a spending report should be required in order to hold the district accountable for
its spending of levy funds. The funds should not just be dumped into the general fund with no way
to distinguish what was spent where.

11/15/2018 4:47 PM
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243 I suggest a lake front Property tax hike on all the extremely wealthy people who own lake front
Property. Interestingly enough 80% ,have Washington plates on there cars. I know first hand as I
delivered propane to them on their property.. There is all the money we need from these top 10%
property owners..

11/15/2018 4:41 PM

244 N:a 11/15/2018 4:37 PM

245 I agree mental health and safety are vital in today's world but it needs to be more defined. 11/15/2018 4:32 PM

246 I'd prefer to see the proposed levy options and historical information presented in outline format
with bullet points. This would allow me to digest the information rapidly. The 3-5min videos are
tedious and present a small amount of information very inefficiently.

11/15/2018 4:32 PM

247 How much would the increase go to certified teacher pay? I want actual numbers. And, how would
class reduction take place because we were lied to the previous years about reducing class size?

11/15/2018 4:29 PM

248 I believe that we should be looking to purchase the 30 acres of land that is located next to Venture.
This land could be used for a new school or held onto as an investment. I am also concerned that
our levy is tied to online and charter schools -I DO NOT SUPPORT THIS and would like to see our
state officials remove this from future levys

11/15/2018 4:29 PM

249 Squirrel! 11/15/2018 4:19 PM

250 It is irritating that there are so many elementary schools and not enough middle nor high schools
which is causing a funnel effect and kids educations get lost starting at 6th grade

11/15/2018 4:18 PM

251 Stop stealing money. 11/15/2018 4:05 PM

252 DO IT! Make this permanent. Think of what we could do with the saved time and effort not fighting
for this levy every two years. It would be great to be able to plan ahead and KNOW that the
funding will be there.

11/15/2018 3:20 PM

253 I’m not necessarily against a permanent levy, but I am worried that the amount would not be able
to increase as costs increase.

11/15/2018 2:57 PM

254 I would like to see all classified staff get a living wage along with longevity raises. It is sad that a
para with over 20 years of experience makes the same as someone working at McDonalds.

11/15/2018 2:47 PM

255 I feel that an explanation of the lack of progress in the building of the new school that we were
lobbied for. I know the two things are different but everyone may not.

11/15/2018 2:41 PM

256 As an educator, it is imperative that wage raises for classified staff is supported! Without our
support staff I cannot do my job as a teacher. Without a livable wage and benefits we are loosing
quality support that our schools and students need. If we can compensate them what they truly
deserve for the work that they do then we will retain our quality staff and attract more quality staff.
This will directly benefit the children in our community!

11/15/2018 2:11 PM

257 I feel that the increase is reasonable and necessary and is probably not even enough. I also feel
that this funding should not be needed and should be supported fully by the state and am
disheartened that our state can't do that. I hope we can change that in the future and make sure
that all the funds you need can be supplied by the state and teachers can stop paying for materials
out of pocket. Thanks for all you do.

11/15/2018 1:56 PM

258 Test response submitted by Katie Ebner 11/15/2018 1:01 PM
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